You must replace your Nature2
cartridge every

6 months.

EASY INSTALLATION

1

A BETTER SWIMMING EXPERIENCE

GUARANTEED

Turn pool pump off.
Secure clamp assembly
on the return line.*

4

2

Cut hole in rigid PVC
pipe using a power drill
and the hole saw that
is provided.

Mineral sanitizer
for inground &
aboveground pools

Insert the flow
diverter into hole and
snap it into place.

5
Enjoy cleaner,
clearer water
without the
hassle!

REDUCES CHLORINE
USE UP TO 50%
CONTROLS ALGAE
& BACTERIA

3

Snap dispenser shell
onto clamp.

Thread the sanitizer
cartridge into the clamp,
turn on pool pump and
activate the cartridge.

DECREASES POOL
MAINTENANCE
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Proven mineral technology for effective
pool sanitation and reduced maintenance.

www.ZodiacPoolSystems.com

50% LESS CHLORINE

feels 100% better

PROVEN MINERAL
TECHNOLOGY

SMART SANITIZING SYSTEM

Natural minerals, such as

fighting properties, your pool will require

silver and copper, have been

less chlorine — up to 50% less! And, with its

used for thousands of years

Controlled Release Technology (CRT), Nature2

as a natural way to destroy

automatically dispenses the right amount

bacteria, algae, and other

of mineral ions into your pool water for

harmful contaminants.

continuous sanitizing and healthier pH levels.

Nature2 brings the benefits of

That means, Nature2 keeps working even

Nature2 Express fits most inground and

these safe, proven elemental

when chlorine has been depleted.

aboveground pools up to 25,000 gallons with

Because of Nature2’s natural bacteria-

Nature2 Express is the most convenient and
easy to install mineral sanitizing system. In
just minutes you can install Nature2 Express,
activate the cartridge, and start enjoying all the
pleasures of swimming in a mineral pool.

1 ½” or 2” rigid PVC

ingredients to create cleaner,
clearer pool water.

EASY DO-IT-YOURSELF
INSTALLATION IN MINUTES

HOW DOES NATURE2
EXPRESS WORK?

pipe plumbing.*
See easy installation

CLEANER WATER,
LESS HASSLE

As water flows through the Nature2

instructions on back

Express system, mineral ions are slowly and

of this brochure.

Nature2 is a simple and

consistently released into the pool water,

effective pool sanitizing

providing just the right amount of bacteria-

*For aboveground pools
with corrugated piping,
use the adapter provided.

solution. In conjunction with

and algae-fighting elements to keep your pool

your pool’s filtration system,

perfectly clean and fresh.

it automatically delivers
bacteria- and algae-fighting
minerals to provide a more
balanced, cleaner pool water
with less hassle.

The Nature2 Express system contains no
moving parts and is unaffected by heavy
use, hot weather and water temperature
fluctuations. It provides the ultimate in water
sanitation for your pool.

Great
Supplement
for


SALT
WATER POOLS!
Better pH Balance
Helps Extend Cell Life

